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June 2011

The Party’s Over and Did We Have Fun or What???
It seems that another reunion has been put to rest and it was a real fun
one-especially the planning end as Savannah has so much to offer.
The hotel staff, the Old Savannah Trolley Company, the Mighty Eighth
Museum, Wild Wing Café, Lady & Sons Restaurant, Crab Shack, River Cruise
and our Paul Kennedy Catering Co. (Banquet)- all treated us well and if you
ever have the “opportunity” to plan a reunion for another group you are in,
don’t hesitate to contact these folks. The Savannah Convention & Visitors
Bureau was also generous in providing flyers, maps and coupons.
When I begin each newsletter I usually start by changing the date and
volume/issue numbers as needed and realize that we have been going at this
latest “career” for almost 13 years. We in the TAC Tanker Headquarters have
enjoyed the travel around the country, meeting our loyal reunion attendees,
the newer members, and the great vendor contacts in each reunion location.
Next year we head to the far northwest and the Seattle region. Having
been there a couple of times, the types of activities for next year have been
swimming in my head from the day of “the Vote” in San Antonio. Contacts
have been made for our stay at the Renaissance Hotel in downtown (but
really up the hill) for the Memorial Day Weekend. Arrival will be Sunday, May
27 and check out will be Thursday, May 31.
Our Registration form will go out in December with the final agenda
and a preview will be in the September issue. Here’s a quicky of some of our
hopeful activities:
(Monday)-Gray Line City Tour, Argosy Cruise to Tillicum Village Lunch show
(usually not done in May, but we are hoping), Dinner- Ivar’s on Lake Union;
(Tuesday)- Morning Ride the Ducks Tour –hysterically fun trip, Lunch up in
the Space Needle Restaurant; Dinner at Pike Place Market;
(Wednesday)-Tour Boeing Museum of Flight with Lunch at Salty’s at Alki
Beach and drop-offs at Pioneer Square, etc for on your own exploring. Business meeting and Memorial (Monday IS Memorial Day!) will be put into the
mix with a Banquet to culminate our visit. Still tweaking details and events,
but you will be ENTERTAINED!!!!

Flash Bulletin: Following the Seattle reunion next may, Nate and i will
be hopping a flight to Fairbanks, Alaska for a 11day tour-cruise with the
princess cruise lines. There will be 4 days seeing denali and mckinley
parks with stays at the princess lodges, then take a 7 day cruise on the
coral princess from anchorage (whittier) to Vancouver bc with stops in
Skagway, Juneau and Ketchikan.
If you are interested check out www.princess.com and find the cruisetour #
EB4. We fly out of seattle on May 31—check out day!
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Our last quarter was not filled with just happy
times.
Note
in the Bits & Obits column that we lost 3 of
What a great time we had in Savannah. Natalie
our
members:
Ralph Holt, tom Blake and Dutch Chaplin.
outdid herself again and I was told by many folks that she
The
“staff”
and
Mitch Matsudaira had dinner with Ralph
should get a pay raise. Keep this in mind when we have
last
year
in
Seattle
and believe me he was really looking
out next business meeting in Seattle.
forward to seeing you all there in 2012. Matter of fact he
wanted us to have our reunion at the assisted living facilOur participation this year was outstanding; we
had 144 folks at the banquet and another 20 who were in ity where he lived and it was lovely, however he wanted
attendance. Of that number, 11 members were attending us all to stay not just for two or three nights.
for the first time. Lou Chapman, our energetic V-P, has
Several alumni of the 421st had the honor to visit
done a wonderful job finding folks!! Lou left Savannah en
with
Tom
and Bobbye in Arkansas two years ago to celeroute to Canton GA to visit with Bob Horne and Bob
brate
their
50th anniversary and meet all their family, so
transferred 3 huge binders of orders etc to him so Lou is
Tom’s
passing
was particularly poignant.
now One Happy Camper. Lou will be finding more folks
and that really makes him thrilled.
Natalie and I attended the Memorial Service for
Dutch
Chaplin
and were privileged to meet Dutch’s three
The Savannah attendance was by 5 visitors and
sons
all
of
whom
are USAF vets. Dutch and Irene were
their significant others. These gents had been our replanning
to
leave
for Incirlik, Turkey about 15 June to visit
ceiver pilots when we were in business by in the 50s
with
son
Ron,
but
God had other plans!! May they all rest
(1950 and KB-50). Specifically by name they were
in
peace.
Woody Adams (B-66), Nub Shofner and Bob Long (F-100

President’s Corner by Nate Hill

and RB-66), George Tommasi (F-100 and F-104) and
Don Holman (RF-101). Our folks enjoyed hearing their
side of the war stories during John Bessette’s Symposium on Tuesday afternoon.

Vice President’s Corner by Lou Chapman
Savannah. The name of this historical Georgia
town just sounds laid-back and relaxed. Of course, for
the five days we were recently there, it was everything
but. For the 164 who attended, the activities probably
seemed to flow effortlessly. When we checked in at registration for the reunion in the Hospitality Room, the first
person we saw and interacted with was Natalie Hill.
Later it's was Natalie next to the tour buses with
her ever-present clipboard, checking to make sure everyone was present and accounted for and had their tickets. She later boarded each bus to verify the head count
and made sure no one got left behind. If anyone has the
mistaken idea that these reunions just happen, well, I've
got a news flash for them.
A lot of hard work goes into the planning, usually a couple years in advance. Nate and Natalie, usually with help from someone who lives near the city we
have voted on, have to do a lot of traveling, visiting hotels, picking out tour events that will be of interest to
most of the members who will be attending and lining
up transportation.
Then there are prices to be negotiated, contracts to be signed, costs figured out on a per person
basis and finally the registration forms to be printed and
sent out with the December newsletter prior to the reunion. Since the first one I attended five years ago, I continue to have a better appreciation for the job they do.
Before things got underway on Sunday, wine,
beer, soda, and snacks had to be purchased. Thanks to
the local Super Wal-Mart, this first job was handled on

Y’all stay well and let us know if you need anything other than cash….
Nate Prez
Oh and remember to see the photos, go to website, and type user-tacmembers & password-2011gasser.
Saturday by Jake Jacobson, Harry and Kathy Hansen,
Pat Selfridge and myself. After we returned to the hotel,
Natalie made out a second shopping list, so it was back
to WallyWorld. This time Clarence Veino, Mitch Matsudaira, Harry Hansen, Pat Selfridge and I did the honors.
And this was just to get the reunion started.
In the Hospitality Room at the Inn At Ellis
Square, Jake, our Quartermaster, could be seen daily
manning the table with the caps, patches and car window decals all available for purchase. Nate was constantly opening wine bottles and re-stocking the cold
drinks, keeping ice on them and making sure snacks
were on every table. John Bessette could usually be
found visiting with members and guests so that he could
continue to update the history of the various squadrons.
I played the Go-fert part and stayed from underfoot.
A special event that took place this year was
having as guests, five receiver pilots who had Transocean experience refueling from the KB-50's. These
men flew the F-100, RF-101, F-104, B-66 and the RB66. It was entertaining and informative talking with them
and listening to their experiences. A number of our
members who attended have spoken of this being
something they will always remember, because for the
flight crews, they gained a new and different perspective about the difficulties these pilots encountered.
Prior to their introduction, our Historian John
Bessette gave his up-dated history presentation for all
the members, old and new. A number of our new members learned a lot about all the things that we accomplished from the formation of the first squadrons, till the
last one was de-activated.
(Continued on Page 7)
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The Board Chairman’s Corner

Membership Report by Lou Chapman

By Bill Wolford

New Life Members
*Karl F.Boehm, Tullahoma TN-4505 CAMS
*Alton A. Childres, Kingman AZ-421
*David E. Fournier, Carson City NV-431, 427

A great time was had by all in beautiful, cool Savannah, starting with the trolley tour and lunch at Paula
Deen's and dinner at the Pirate's House, all on the first
day. Needless to say the pounds were starting to add up.

New Members*
Roger L. Estelle, Jenison MI-421
Joseph D. Grillo, Charleroi PA-429
Veronice Lawrence, Defuniak FL-Eglin Test Proj.
James A. Richardson, Kathleen GA-4505 CAMS
Ken R. Young, Pittsford NY-622

Letters Received from New Members
David E. Fournier (February 2011)
Forty –five year Harley –Davidson Rider and Mechanic-450,000 miles. Steady spectator of the Reno air
Races. Married with 3+ kids and 10 grandkids.
Alton A. Childres (March 2011)
Worked for Continental Airlines for 28 years in Los
Angeles. Then went to Northrup Aircraft and worked on the
first four B-2 Bombers. Was Secretary at the Kingman, Arizona, Elks Lodge for 12 years.

The 8th Air Force Museum tour and lunch was one of the
many highlights of the reunion, followed by the Riverboat
Dinner cruise on day two. Day three was the tour to Fort
Jackson and Tybee Island with lunch at the Crab Shack.
The banquet that evening was outstanding with everyone
having salmon and steak. I wanted to let each of you who
weren't there know what a wonderful time you missed.
As always it was a great time to renew and make new
friendships. Especially interesting was the opportunity of
sharing with the five fighter pilots who attended. They
had some great insights into the other end of the hose.
All in all it was a great party. I know Natalie has already
got the Seattle reunion well in hand for next year. I hope
that many of you will be able to attend, as it will be an
election year in more ways than one. The dates are towards the end of May. Natalie will be giving you specifics
and possible add-ons.

Jospeh D. Grillo (March 2011)
God bless each of you. May you and your families have a
My wife Carol and I have been married for 43 years wonderful summer. Bill Wolford
and have 2 children and 2 grandsons. We are now both enjoying our retirement.
Ken Young (March 2011)
Assigned to Alexandria LA (58-62), attended LSUA
(62-65), LSU-Baton Rouge (65-68) graduating with BS in
Mechanical Engineering. Joined Trane Co. Sales, New Haven CT in HVAC. Left and transferred to Rochester NY in
‘73 as Senior Industrial & Commercial HVAC Sales Engineer. Opened service & Sales Retail Computer Business
1984-2001 and retired.
Karl Boehm (April 2011)
Joined the USAF in 1959, assigned as a machinist
at Langley in the 4505 CAMS. Honorably discharged in May
‘63 and became a “Missile Maintenance Helper” in the USAF
inactive Reserves for six years. Worked for a Newport News
firm, Modern Machine & Tool Co. prior to moving to Tullahoma TN in 1964. Joined a young up-start Aero Space
Company, Micro Craft, Inc. By 66 our family had expanded
New Faces:
to 2 sons and a daughter.
Moyra & Ken
My role in the new company was a model maker of
Young;
Thea
wind-tunnel test models and later became more involved in
& Karl Boehm;
Clyde (Ray) and
management of the company’s expansion. Assignments
included General Manager of the Tullahoma Div. And Site & Marilyn
Hammack.
Contract Mgr. At NASA Ames Research Center. Retired in
1999 from MCINC as Senior VP O Manufacturing after a 35
year career providing R&D engineering and manufacturing
Roger L. Estelle (May 2011)
prototype services plus, at government installations.
Retired from General Motors in 1998. Quit flying in
Current activities include community service organi- 2000 due to health reasons. Married with 6 children and 3
zations, County Industrial Board and home remodeling prostep children. Have had a great life.
jects. Thea and I are proud grandparents of 4 girls & 2 boys.
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Book Review

By Jim “Pappy” Boyington

After Savannah 2011 and the pleasure of connecting
with both new members/guests and reconnecting with you
regulars, I bugged out. First to Austin, TX to celebrate the
graduation of granddaughter Beth, a sports medicine major,
soon to enter a graduate program in Oregon. Then a long
day of driving and flying found me in Colorado Springs to see
grandson Sean graduate.

day had been woven in a fabric that a second attack had
taken place.
On August 2, the Maddox, an E-lint destroyer (along
with F-8 Crusaders from the Ticonderoga) had engaged torpedo boats, damaged two and sunk one. The North Vietnamese had been attacked by Swift Boats operated by South
Vietnamese special forces (trained by the US and funded by
the CIA).

The raids were designed to “bring up” the radar of
North Vietnam so their frequencies and radar signatures
could be recorded. A retaliatory strike against the boats harbor and oil storage facility was “on” and called off because
LBJ had an election to worry about. Johnson directed the
Maddox and the Turner Joy to return to the Tonkin Gulf along
with protective aircraft and orders to “attack any force that
A classmate of Sean also had his granddad in atten- attacks them.”
dance. Got to say hello and express all our thanks to Bud
Johnson approved a diplomatic message to be sent
Day, for his outstanding service in Vietnam (F-100 fast FAC)
to
Hanoi
warning that “grave consequences would inevitably
Hanoi Hilton leader and later as an advocate for veterans
result
from
any other unprovoked offensive military action
benefits. Meeting Day, a Medal of Honor recipient as was
Leon Robert Vance, (a B-24 pilot in WWII) , being with 1021 against American ships deployed ‘on the high seas’ off North
Vietnam. The resolution McGeorge Bundy had drafted was
cadets starting their Air Force careers, the ceremonies, the
polished up by Dean Rust, the head of the state department.
Thunder Bird Demonstration, and Memorial Day looming on
Commanders passed on orders to be prepared to execute
the horizon put me in a reflective mood.
attack plans that had been prepared well in advance. The
I reviewed the time spent as a B-57 navigator /bom- Ticonderoga and Constellation were ordered to the South
China Sea.
bardier at Clark Air Base, Bien Hoa, Tan Son Nhut and
Danang. Recently Osprey Publishing Ltd (www.osprey pubThe Maddox and Turner Joy (essentially, bait ) were
lishing.com) published T.E. Bellâ’s book B-57 Canberra
directed to take more aggressive action in conducting the
Units of the Vietnam War. Their aircraft series focuses on
one aircraft at a time. The in-depth coverage, photos and art sweeps of the coastline to assert “freedom of the seas.”
These electronic intelligence missions code named DeSoto,
work are top line. Check them out to see if your favorite aircraft has been featured in the 311 books listed on their avia- ran close to the islands off the coast of North Vietnam in what
was a game of chicken. On August 3, more Swift boats were
tion web page, many available at Amazon.
in operation. Captain Hellick commander of the Maddox was
My view of the war in Vietnam was through a straw. well aware of the radio and radar traffic and likewise, the
Bellâ’s book gave me insight into what other B-57s, both be- North Vietnamese were equally well informed. Wanting no
fore and after my assignment had accomplished at the cost
part of another confrontation, he recommended the destroyof over sixty aircraft, forty crew members and 20 ground
ers retreat to sea. Admiral Sharp, commander of the Pacific
crew. This renewed my interest in the origins of the War in
Fleet, rejected the proposal and ordered Herrick to continue
Vietnam.
the patrols.
This is my third trip to an Air Force Academy graduation exercise. In 1979 son Bill, Beth’s dad graduated, and in
1983, son Mike, Sean’s dad graduated. Sean will go on to
pilot training at Vance Air Force Base, Enid OK where his
dad got his wings.

Stanley Karnow’s Vietnam published in 1983 is extremely well written and well documented. A reporter in Vietnam for 25 years, he had access to the principals who “were
there, done that” and tells all of the political aspects of the
war from 1945 on. Caution, reporters have many biases
(some favor communists) and biases tend to show up in their
writing.

At 8:00 pm, Herrick intercepted radio messages indication the North Vietnamese patrol boats were preparing for
action. He asked for air support from the Ticonderoga. After
40 minutes, the aircraft saw no threat and departed. Later,
the two destroyers began firing. The thunderstorms and high
seas had caused false radar returns. Capt Herrick immediately communicated his concerns to superiors. The crews of
both ships were quizzed and none were sure they had really
seen anything. In a second report Herrick again suggested a
complete evaluation before “any further measures” were pursued.

The “cloudy” events that resulted in the approval by
congress for a resolution to give LBJ unlimited authority to
employ the military without a declaration of war show just
how big lies get into national policy. War fever was rampant
and no one could stop it once it was in motion. This section is
The reports went on to Sharp and on to Washington.
a must read. We were duped and 58000 kids not to mention LBJ rushed to judgment and the war was on. Sixty-four sorsix million Vietnamese lost their lives.
ties had already launched from the Ticonderoga and Constellation. Lt. Everett Alvarez was a prisoner. B-57s at Clark were
All this stemmed from a report that the destroyer
rushed to Bien Hoa at night in weather with improper rest or
Turner Joy ,had been attacked by North Vietnamese torpedo training. A crew was lost.
boats. The on scene captain could find no hard evidence and
reported as such. Activities from an engagement the previous
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tional, and TAC would activate another unit, the 430th, at
England AFB once the 622nd had “cleared out.” The plan
was that newly-modified KB-50s, which were expected to
begin delivery to TAC in early 1956 and replace the KBTAC and Aerial Refueling – 1955-1956
29s, could be delivered in numbers to another unit to be
The March 2011 issue of “Tanker Tales” contained a sum- formed that year, the 427th at Robbins AFB, Georgia, as
well as to the 429th and the overseas units by the end of
mary of the air refueling information contained in the
1956. Further, the longer-range plan was that another
Tactical Air Command declassified histories, covering
TAC squadron, the 431st, was also to be created, in 1957,
1949 through 1954. I have plowed through the follow-on
histories for the next two years, and will summarize what also with KB-50s. The location for the 431st became an
issue, however.
they say that is relevant and interesting to us.

Historian’s Corner

By John Bessette

By

TAC had been concentrating its air refueling units in the
eastern United States. It wanted to continue that trend,
and especially wanted to place the 431st at a base in New
York or New England. That way some tankers would be
based in direct line with fighter deployments to Europe
via the northern route (overflying eastern Canada,
Greenland, and Iceland enroute). TAC surveyed the possible bases and ran into two problems: either the best
bases were already occupied by SAC bomber units (TAC
Nineteenth Air Force But the first big item to be setunits would complicate SAC construction priorities), or
tled was the status of the proposed Nineteenth Air Force. other bases (like Ethan Allen AFB, Vermont) were too
General O. P. Weyland, TAC’s commander, said that he
small and would require expensive infrastructure upneeded a new separate numbered Air Force to design, or- grade. Thus TAC looked elsewhere. It investigated Maxganize, and train the tactical air wings in the US for rapid well AFB, Alabama, but the Air University commander
deployment overseas wherever our interests were threat- vetoed the idea of a combat unit on his academicallyened. TAC’s only numbered Air Force (the Ninth) was
oriented base. At last it selected Bunker Hill AFB, a SAC
already tasked heavily to train units in the States and
base north of Kokomo, Indiana. But once again SAC rework closely with counterpart Army units. The Air Staff fused the idea, having extensive reconstruction ideas of
replied that severe cuts in post-Korean War budgets
its own there. “After further review,” TAC received
would not allow for such a separate numbered Air Force, Turner AFB, Georgia, as the home for its 431st Squadron.
and proposed an air-division-level headquarters be set up But that was not finalized until late November 1956, only
for the overseas deployment and employment missions.
six weeks before the 431st was formally activated there, on
TAC replied that such a unit would play into the Army’s
8 January 1957.
hands too much, since that would imply Army-Air Force
Just think, you early 431st types, of the different local acclose coordination at command levels far below what the
Air Force desired. Ultimately what emerged in 1955 was cents you could have experienced and acquired at all
an operational unit which would be called a numbered Air these other places!
Force (the Nineteenth), but would in fact have much
The 427th was indeed activated 7 September 1956 at Robfewer responsibilities and less staffing than such an air
bins, as planned, but the flow of KB-50s was much deforce would normally have. Thus, stripped of nearly all
layed, and the unit would not receive its first tanker until
but its contingency planning and operational control funcApril 1957, over six months later.
tions during deployment and employment, emerged the
stripped-down Nineteenth Air Force, which was formally Throughout 1956 TAC and the Air Staff engaged in intenactivated 8 July 1955 at Foster AFB, Texas. Later, when sive discussions about the mix of TAC and theater air remanned and operational, it would be based at Seymourfueling squadrons. At one point the theaters would get
Johnson AFB, North Carolina, and assume its “suitcase
three squadrons (420th, 421st, and 622nd), while TAC
air force” role of command and control of deployed tactical would get five (427th, 429th, and 431st, plus two others, one
air units.
of which would be the 425th, to activate at Cannon AFB,
New Mexico, in Fiscal Year 1960). The numbers fluctuAir Refueling Squadrons, Real and Hoped-For In
ated, but there might not be enough KB-50s for everyone.
th
September 1955 the 420 AREFS deployed to RAF ScultThus a crash program was contemplated to use KC-97s or
horpe, England, and came under USAFE command. The
possibly KB-47s (!) as well. Ultimately the final actual
new 622nd AREFS was activated at England AFB, Louisimix of two overseas and four under TAC was decided
ana, using the 420th’s former facilities. Thus TAC now
upon as the needed mix to balance the new tactical air
had one KB-29P squadron (the 429th at Langley) fully opdeployment requirement and the employment needs inerational, and the 622nd beginning to get its KB-29s by
theater.
the end of the year. The overall plan at this stage was
nd
that the 622 would also be sent to Europe once opera(Continued on page 7)

As 1955 began, TAC had two air refueling squadrons, the
420th (getting ready to deploy to Great Britain later in the
year), and the 429th, which had formed at Langley AFB in
July 1954 and was just getting up to speed. Plans for several more squadrons were still in flux, as TAC debated
with the Air Staff in Washington about the numbers and
the proper “mix” of squadrons between TAC itself and the
theater commands (USAFE and FEAF).
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Flaps were made for landing,
Not for speed or emergency fueling.

Gas Stations in the Sky
Ode to the KB-50 Guys May2011
Cruising down the Yalu doing 620 per,
I gave a call to the Major, “Won’t you save me, sir??”

The flaps now crept to 45 degrees
And the jet’s top speed was down to 175.

“Got three big flak holes in my wings, my tank’s running
low on gas,
And those KB-50 guys just upped the price of gas.”

Since mid-air refueling had not been done,
At this low speed by anyone,

Now a tale such as that never did occur,
But the story that follows I truthful: a few of you may
concur.

Another procedure would have to be tried,
So rewrite the book and help this guy.
Hurry up and try a new trick,
For this Super Sabre was really sick.

Cruising over the Pacific at Flight Level 360,
The boom operator, by the name of Horne,
We checked in with “Duckbutt Charlie” circling far below. Devised a procedure that worked quite well:
He gave a vector to the point of rendezvous.
He reeled up the hose, then turned it loose,
That magic point for fighters was 600 miles west of Holly- It slammed onto the probe and the jet took on juice.
wood and Vine, and a mere ten minutes from the “Point
of No Return.”
The three other tankers used the same trick as well,
And the KB-50’s transferred all they had.
The tankers spotted us above and turned on course to
Waikiki. The jets dropped down, took on gas, and then
But ejection would still take place,
continued heading west.
Fifty miles west of any dry place.
The tankers turned and headed east.
That was where the fun began on 18 May 1959….
It soon became quite clear; this fighter jet would not
make it to the island west of here.
Tomahawk 213 had flaps down and frozen at 30 degrees.

Another tanker north of us, headed south to assist.
He had a full load and was coming fast—he burned up an
engine but didn’t turn back.
His ETA was within minutes of my final “May Day,”
He turned toward the coast in front of me.

Quick calculations did clearly show,
Tomahawk would run out of fuel 150 miles from shore.

The new SOP was now approved, and we all landed safely
at George AFB.

I did not panic, but started to pray,
That this jet jock would not swim in the Pacific today.

Thanks to all of you KB-50 guys who operated those gas
stations in the skies.

The only choice left was to turn and head back,
To the great Mohave Desert and George Air Patch.

Robert “Pat” Barry
P.S. That was fifty-two years ago, THANKS AGAIN!

I called for the tankers to turn around,
And off load more gas so I wouldn’t drown.
The KB-50s reversed their track,
Then met me part way to help me get back.

You also transferred JP-4 to my F-100 on twenty-six
crossings to: Hawaii, Guam and countries west, Goose
Bay, Chambly, Spain, Italy, Turkey and beyond.

of health issues on March 13, in
the Medical Center in Jonesboro,
AR. He was 77 and a member of
Since our last issue we
the 421, 429 and 4505th outfits.
have lost three LIFE members of
the organization. Ralph Holt, 78, The Blakes have two daughters
and four grandkids
of Seattle passed away on March
10. He was a part of the 622,
Our latest call told us of
429, & 420th. . He was survived
the
death
of Robert “Dutch”
by 2 sons and 2 daughters and
Chaplin,
75,
on May 30 in his
four grandchildren. His wife,
hometown
of
Dayton OH. The
Mabs, died in ‘05.
cause was a pulmonary embolism.
We were notified in March We journeyed to the Memorial Service held in the VFW on Saturday,
by Bobbye Blake that hubby,
June 4, and met his 3 sons and
Tom, had succumbed to a series

Bits and Obits
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gave our condolences to wife
Irene. Both Tom and Dutch were
steady attendees at our reunions.
They will be missed. See more
comments in the President’s Column regarding these 3 men.
While in GA we learned
that Sandy Dawson, wife of Jack
(421), passed away on
May 14th. We have
no details, but send
our
deepest sympathy to
the
Dawson Family.

nal, the base newspaper. Its 22 May 1959 edition headlined the dramatic save of an F-100 pilot, Capt Robert P.
Exercises and Operations
“Pat” Barry of the 308th Tactical Fighter Squadron at
George, by a 431st KB-50. The incident began on 18 May,
In September 1955 TAC made its first unit deployment
exercise, Mobile Able. 429th KB-29s refueled a squadron when six F-100s enroute to Hawaii took fuel from KB50s, which turned back toward George, their TDY base.
of F-84Fs enroute via the northern route to England.
Shortly thereafter Capt Barry’s flaps became stuck in a
Weather held it up, however. Later that fall Operation
30-degree down position. He had to return to George,
Sagebrush, a joint Army-Air Force exercise testing combat in a nuclear environment, had F-84Fs being refueled and he was burning fuel too fast to make it without anfrom bases in the southern US. In March 1956 622nd KB- other hookup. He and the tanker formation rendezvoused again, and he began to take on fuel, but then his
29s refueled RF-84Fs deploying to Alaska under Operaafterburner went inoperative. He once again made contion Red Berry. June 1956 saw Operation Lifebelt (two
tact under very difficult conditions and got more fuel, but
KB-29s deploying with and refueling a squadron of Fthe tankers themselves were almost out of JP-4.
84Fs enroute to a long TDY at Aviano Italy). Tankers
stayed with the fighters and provided training. Finally
Then came another stroke of good luck, disguised as a
Exercise Mobile Baker, in September 1956, saw a squadseparate KB-50, enroute to Hawaii on its own, which had
ron each of F-84Fs and the new F-100s being deployed
lost one recip engine and was returning to George. It
and refueled (by KB-29s and the “new” KB-50s) enroute
reported that it had plenty of JP-4, and joined the KBto Europe. That exercise is detailed in my writeup in the 50/F-100 formation. This tanker, callsign Nutbutter 361,
June 2010 Tanker Tales.
offloaded fuel to Barry, and together they arrived back at
Historian: (from page 5)

4505th Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron (CAMS)

George. Another save!

Another F-100 Saved

PS: Does anyone who reads this know who the other
crewmembers of Nutbutter 361 were? Bob recalls that
the AC was a major, but cannot remember the other
front-enders. If you do, please let me know.

This article came to us courtesy of Bob Horne, a longtime
TTA member. He had been a 429th refueling operator on
At the Savannah reunion Lou Chapman presented me
Nutbutter 361, a 431st aircraft. He states that the 431st
with a precious “gift.” He had been in contact with
needed some extra ROs for their impending TDY to HaCMSgt (Ret) Kenneth M. Hawks, the first sergeant of
st
Langley’s 4505th CAMS from 5 May 1959 until the squad- waii, so others were sent TDY to the 431 ’s Turner AFB,
Georgia,
base,
from
where
they
launched
for Hickam via
ron’s inactivation on 1 April 1963. Chief Hawks had doGeorge.
The
article
states
that
Nutbutter
361 had three
nated to our archives an extensive collection of photos
ROs,
and
a
photo
accompanying
the
article
notes them as
and newspaper articles he had compiled during his asst, SSgt James T. Donald
A3c
Richard
Murphy
of
the
431
th
signment. Not only are there shots of 4505 airmen pernd
th
forming scheduled maintenance on our KB-50s, but other of the 622 , and A2c Bobby Horne of the 429 . Bob says
they
had
to
use
some
creative
refueling
techniques
to get
photos depict the unit’s drill team and a formal inspecthe
crippled
F-100
hooked
up
and
taking
on
fuel.
But
it
tion. Also included is material on the squadron’s awardworked.
Bob
recently
got
into
contact
with
a
now
80winning rifle and pistol teams. I hope to get some of this
year-old Robert Barry, who remains grateful to this day
scanned, included in my “tanker talk,” and hopefully
placed on the website. If any CAMS folks out there have that he most likely has lived so long thanks to that rescue
any comments or questions, please get in touch with me. out over the Pacific 52 years ago.

Another revelation at the reunion came when Lou also
displayed a front-page article from the George AFB JourVice-President Column (From page 2)

Starting with dinner at the Wild Wings Cafe, a
lunch at Paula Deens, a buffet at the Pirates House and
Ghost Tour, the historic Savannah tour, a visit to the
Mighty 8th Museum, Dinner on the Savannah River
Queen, Fort Jackson Tour, Tybee Island and Lighthouse
Tour, a lunch at the Crab Shack and finally the Farewell
Banquet, this was a reunion to remember. We were
treated very well by the staff at the hotel and hope that
they enjoyed our company as much as we enjoyed being
guests. One final note. We have photos to view on the
TacTanker website and as new ones are received, they
also will be posted. Thanks to all of you who attended
and I look forward to hopefully seeing you in Seattle next
year.
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Elliott’s Michigan gift Basket-Harv Margulies
Banquet Report
Once again we had a full house for the
closing banquet of our Reunion held in the Mag- KB Photos (given by Ed Miller)-Art Belezon and
Al Desin.
nolia Room of the Inn At Ellis Square.
Thanks to our helpers: Frank and Joyce Natalie xstitch goodies-Ralph Kelley, Al CourtGawell, Gail Elliott, Chris Ventura, Jan Schleihs ney and Harvey Jenkins.
and Ruth Thompson who did set-up chores on
Natalie’s Quilts-Joe Brosnan, Joan Hayes
Wed. afternoon. Those balloons were a chore!
(guest), Don Wadsworth, Ernie Boehler and
“Randy” Randolph (our Model Airplane man)
Following the meal we began the distribution of Door Prizes: And the winners areDuring the banquet last year in Albuquerque, the
Harrells donated a lovely southwestern pottery
Totes: Fred Cookerley, Rod Schroeder, Rip
Collins, Jim Bunch, Doug Herring, Gordon Fair, which was won by one of our Yokota Teachers,
Annella Szanyi, Curly Wright, Gary Myers, Glo- Pat Gerty. This year she wanted to reciprocate
and sent us a beautiful New England glass bowl
ria Bowen, Joe Furukawa, Tom Wedel &
which in turn was won by new member Ed
George Tommasi (guest).
Miller. He and his wife, Cynthia have decided to
carry on the tradition with something from their
8th AF Poster (given by Ron Taylor)-won by
home territory. A Tradition has been started!
John Bessette,
Gawell goodies: Clarence Veino, Clyde Hammach, Jorge Mangual, Phil Hughes, Vic Ventura, Harold Elliott, BobFrazier, and guests-Don
Holman and Robert McCaughan.

The lighthouse centerpieces were given to those
who walked the 178 steps of the Tybee Island
Lighthouse during that morning’s tour. (and had
not won a door prize——spread the wealth!!!).
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